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You're ready to honor the voice
inside that's pulling you to live
a life of MEANING and VALUE

Your heart is
telling you 

NOW is the Time 
to align 

more deeply 
with your

purpose and
passions.  

there's more to life than
what you’ve been living



You can create a life that
you feel you don’t need to
escape from, so every day
can feel like a day at the
beach.

You must learn how to 
stop hiding and pretending
(take off the masks), so you
can feel more passion and
impact the world in your
own unique way.

IN ORDER TO LIVE THE
LIFE THAT SPEAKS TO
YOUR SOUL...



You deserve to live the life
that's calling to you

You'll stop going through the motions and
reconnect with your Authentic Self so you can
have more peace, more power, and more
purpose with this proven process.

Your Return to Self may just
be one of the most defining

moments in your life.

Enhance Your Outlook on Life
Improve Your Appreciation of Life
Increase Your Quality of Llife



HOW IT WORKS

You'll be lovingly supported throughout this
rolling 6-month program.  

The lessons are designed to have you take
massive action toward your personal growth
with a deeper understanding and connection
to your inner authentic Self.

Each lesson stands on its own yet builds upon
the others. They're short enough to easily fit
into your busy schedule, and enough time to
get you what you need, so you implement
quickly and don’t feel overwhelmed.

The bi-weekly training sessions, Q&A sessions,
hot seat calls, journaling prompts, and
meditations will give you absolute clarity
about how to overcome your limitations and
blocks and live the life you feel called to live.



Three Core 
Focus Areas

Become a Powerful 
Co-Creator

Mindset is Everything

Shine Light on Your
Shadows



PALM Strategies

Stuck to Free
Hidden to Open
Pieces to Whole

Shift from:

BEACH Strategies

Unsure to Certain
Stress to Ease
Limits to Freedom

Shift from:

SUN Strategies

Fear to Trust
Blocked to Flowing
Alone to Together

Shift from:



Be Inspired By What Others Have to Say





It's time to

RETURN TO

SELF

$555/mo 6 mo Payment Plan
$3000 Pay in Full

www.powerful-mind.com/return-to-self



6 mo group program

Bi-weekly training
sessions / modules

Full support via private
Facebook group

(6) 1:1 coaching calls 
(1 call per month)

RETURN 
TO SELF ORIGINAL ELEVATED

 (Beta Launch)   
 $555/mo 6 mo        
 $3000 Pay in Full

 (Beta Launch)   
 $999/mo 6 mo      
 $5555 Pay in Full

 (Regular) 
 $800/mo 6 mo       
 $4500 Pay in Full

 (Regular) 
 $1111/mo 6 mo    
 $6500 Pay in Full

Bi-weekly Q&A hot
seats

Return to Self Tuition:



Frequently Asked Questions

Q: I'm so overwhelmed already... how can I
add another thing to my plate?
A: If you have no time, then that's exactly why
you need to join this program. I'll teach you how
to get your time (and life) back so you're not so
overwhelmed and stretched thin. If you keep
doing it on your own, you'll most likely go back
to the way you've been doing things. You won't
need to beat your head against the wall, you're
not reinventing the wheel. I'm going to show you
a simpler, faster, easier path to get there.

Q: I'm not sure if now is the best time for me
to enroll.  Perhaps I should wait.
A: Why would you wait when you want results
NOW?  We're talking together because you know
your life isn't working as you'd like it to and
something has to shift so you can have more joy
and meaning in life again.  If not now, when?  Is
it perhaps fear you're feeling rather than timing?



Q: What happens if I don’t like it?
A: Together we'll make sure this is the program
that will best support your needs.  If at any time
you feel uncertain about your progress or how
to move forward, I welcome you to speak up. 
 We'll identify where you're stuck or not getting
results and work to solve it.  My promise is to
hold you lovingly accountable for reaching the
goals you set for yourself despite any obstacles
you may encounter.

Q: I'd love to join but I can't afford it.
A: Is this truly a limiting condition about your
current money situation or is perhaps fear
surfacing?  Fear that you won’t get the results?  
If you know this program can get you the results
you're looking for, then it's time to get
resourceful.  Shift your statement into a new
question:  "How can I afford it?"  Here’s what I
know… I’m going to show up 100% to support
you to get results. Are you going to show up
100% for yourself to create a life you love and
do whatever it takes to make that happen? 



Q: I'm not sure this will work for me.  
A: It's normal and natural to feel uncertain about  
making a change in your life.  I've worked with a
lot of people over the last 20+ years and can
help you get the most out of the program.  If
you're stuck in fear and not taking the leap when
you feel drawn to work together, then ask more
questions to get the certainty you need to for a
full-body Yes or a full-body No.  Wouldn't it be
great to not let that fear or uncertainty take
over?  Wouldn't it be great to wake up every day
and rather than having that churning in your
stomach because you know you have an
incredibly big purpose but you can't get to it
because you're scared to take action, but you
could conquer it with the support of insight,
guidance, strategy, accountability, and
community... wouldn't you be better for that and
wouldn't that be worth the price of the
program?  In short, if you work the program and
utilize all the available resources and
opportunities here for you, you will get results.



Q: I'm afraid it's going to be too hard or that
it'll impact my life in a significant way. 
A: Yes, there may be things that feel big and
scary.  The purpose of this program is to shift
your current beliefs, behaviors, and situation so
your life becomes more peaceful and
meaningful.  You'll be fully supported and held
in a sacred space as you discover who you truly
wish to be and how you want to live.  It's from
that deepest place within yourself that you'll
create new beliefs and the choices that are in
your best interest.

Q: Can I get all of the content right away so I
can do it at my own pace?
A: Learning one piece at a time helps you digest
the material, act on it, and get questions
answered before moving forward. Getting ahead
of yourself can make you feel confused and
stressed.  Besides, the program is continually
expanding with new content added often so
working together will help you stay up to date
and on track.



Q: How long is the program?
A: The Return to Self program is continuously
expanding and evolving with trainings,
meditations, inspiration, and support to last you
well over 2 years.  You may continue to advance
in the program beyond your initial program to
receive ongoing education, insight, and practical

Q: I have to talk with my spouse/partner
before I make this commitment.
A: There is a difference between asking for
permission and discussing something you would
like to do.  If you truly don't have support at
home, then you more than anyone need
accountability and community because it's hard
to make changes by yourself.  If your partner is
supportive, then share with them why you want
to join this program and what will happen if you
don't.  Help them to understand exactly what
this means to you and why you would like their
support in this opportunity.  Feel free to have
your significant other join us on the call as well.



www.powerful-mind.com 

I look forward to talking with you
on our call!

Sending love,

Krysti

applications as you dive deeper into the
mindset, science, and spirituality that will help
you develop personally and professionally.  I will
be happy to help you decide what that looks like
for you and how you can get the most out of our
time together.  My goal is to help you align with
your purpose and passions so you can return
(and live) from your authentic self.


